
DANCE STUDIO BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE

U&Me Dance dance studio business plan executive summary. U&Me Dance will offer private and group dance
instruction for social through competitive level.

How will you pay for your startup costs? Doe intends to directly create referral relationships with local high
school, middle school, and elementary school teachers and coaches who will refer business to the Dance
Studio. The industry consists of 6, companies that operate at least one location dedicated to providing dance
classes and dance instruction. According to IBIS, there are approximately 70, dance studios or private dance
trainers in the United States as of  She and her husband have been students of dance, taking lessons for many
years. The sales projection is based on information gathered on the field and some assumptions that are
peculiar to similar startups in Smethport â€” Pennsylvania. Group lessons will be available every week in the
traditional styles and latest club trends. Will you rent out your space? You would want this section to have the
figures-financial projections including sales. Below is an overview of the marketing strategies and objectives
of the Company. The detailed market analysis of our potential customers is given in the following table:
Market Analysis. They have both been very involved in ballroom and social dancing since  Many business
owners come up with sample business plans to help them attract funders and partners in order to raise capital
and this is the part which would further your cause. The point of a dance studio business plan is to clearly lay
out the aspects of a new company: strengths, challenges, and all of the minor details that will make the
business a success. In addition, we will also offer special discounted rates to all our individual clients at
regular intervals. From there we will be able to spread the word that dancing is a fun and exciting way to
spend time. We plan to keep our prices in line with the lower cost of living expenses of the Bellingham area. It
will enable them to be more than willing to build the business with us and help deliver our set goals and
achieve all our business aims and objectives. It is our plan to incorporate the existing dance community into
our studio to begin with a strong base of supporters. Find out who your competitors are by searching online
directories and searching in your local Yellow Pages. Their dance practice will differ from other groups and
they will be subjected to private training along with group classes. Our Pricing Strategy Generally for dance
studio business both per hour billing and flat fees on a weekly, monthly basis and contract applies. Clients will
only enroll in you dance studio or hire your services if they know that you can successfully help them acquire
a new dancing skills or successful stage a world class choreography in their functions. This is the major reason
why the services of dance studios i. We will offer private and group dance instruction for social through
competitive level dancers. We have estimated that we will not sell any Silver II packages until the end of the
first year of business.


